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Abstract

It is known that Siegels theorem on integral points is effective for Galois
coverings of the projective Hne. In this paper we obtain a quantitative version
of this result, giving an explicit upper bound for the heights of S-integral K
rational points in terms of the IHlmber neid K, the set of piaces Sand the
defining equation of the curve. Our main tools are Baker's theory of linear
[orms in the logarithms and the quantitative Eisenstein theorem due to Schmidt,
Dwork and van der Poorten.

1 Introduction

1.1 The main result

Let C be a projective curve defined over a number field K and x E K(C) non-constant.
For any finite set 8 of places of K containing the set 800 of archimedean places define
the set of S-integral points of the curve C (with respect to x) as follows:

C(x, K, S) = {P E G(K): x(P) E OK,S} ,

where OK,S is the ring of S-integers of the field K. The classical theorem of Siegel
[31, 23] states that IG(x, K, S) 1 < 00 as soon aB the genus g(C) 2:: 1. For curves of
genus 2 01' more this is covered by a result of Faltings [18], who proved that IC(K) I <
00 when g( C) ~ 2, as was originally conjectured by Mordeil.

Both the theorems of Siegel and Faltings are, in general, non-effective. However,
Siegel's theorem is effective in some particular cases, for instance, for curves of genus
1 (Baker and Coates [5]). See [22, 29, 9] for quantitative improvements of thc l'esult
of Baker and Coates.

One more general case of effectivity of Siegel's theorem is when x: C--+pl is a
geometrically Ga/ois covering of the projective line (that is Q(C)/Q(x) is a Galois
extension, where Q is the argebraic closure of Q). This was proved by the author
[8, Sec. 7], and, independently, by Dvornicich and Zannier [15]. Partial results were
obtained by H. Kleiman [21, Cor. (3) of Th. 3] anel Poulakis [27, Sec. 2].
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(1)

In all cases the method of Gelfond-Baker [19, 2] was uscd, so far the single general
effective method in Diophantine analysis. In [35, 30,9,11] one can find further infor
mation on the effective study of Diophantinc equations by Baker's method, including
extensive bibliography.

Here we obtain a quantitative version of the effective Siegel's theorem for Galois
coverings. Introduce some notation. Given a projective vector 0' = (0'0: ... : O'k) E

pk (Q), we denote by h(er) its absolute logarith1nic heihgt (further height, we recall

the definition in Subsection 1.4). The height of a polynomial is the height of the
projective vector composed from its coeffiticnts. Also, we define the height function
hx:C (Q) -tR~o by hx(P) = hpl(X(P)), where hPI :pI (Q) -tR~o is the height on
pI.

Let y E K(C) be such that K(C) = K(x, y) and f(X, Y) E K[X, Y] a non-zero
separable polynomial such that f( x, y) = o. (We use lowercase letters x, y, ... for
rational functions on C and uppercase letters X , Y , ... for indeterminants.) For
some fiexibility, we do not assume f(x, Y) to be the minimal polynomial of y over thc
ring K[x]j in particular, it can be reducible.

Put

m = degx f(X, Y), n = degy f(X, Y), N = max(1n, n, 3) , s = ISI ,
d = dK = [K : Q], 'D = 'DK ~ the absolute discrilninant of K.

We denote by N = NK : K -+Q the norm map. The norm of a fractional ideal
is well-defined as a non-negative rational nutnber. For any place v of the field K wc
define N v as the norm of the corresponding prime ideal if v is non-archimedean, alld
put N v = 1 if v is archimedean. Also, we denote by p(v) the underlying rational
prime (which is assumed to be 00 for archilnedean v), alld put

p(v) = { p(v), p(v) < 00,

1, p(v) = 00,
p(S) = Inaxß(v) .

vES
(2)

Finally, throughout the paper the symbols 0(... ), « anel » imply absolute effec
tive constants.

Theorem 1.1 Suppose tbat g(C) 2: 1 and x: C-+pl is a Galois covering. Then far
any P E C(x, K, S) we have

( )

4N'J

h",{P) $ p{S)dN1 V TI N v exp (400SN2 (log(NS) +0(1)) +600dN3 (hU) +O(N))) ,
vES

(3)
where

1.2 An application: the superelliptic Diophantine equation

The Diophantine equation
(4)

is called superelliptic if the pair (n, F) satisfies thc following "LeVeque condition":
write F(x) = a(x - 0'1 Yl ... (x - O'kYk with pairwise distinct 0'1, ... , D:k; thell
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k 2 2 and the k-tuple (-(n ) , ...,~) is not apermutation of (v, 1 , ... , 1) 01'
n,q \n,r.l;J

(2, 2, 1, ... , 1). An equvalent condition: the (non-singular lTIodel of the) plain
curve (4) has positive genus.

As follows from Siegel's theorem (see also [24]), the equation (4) has finitely many
5-integral solutions (x, y) in the field K. A. Baker [4] was thc first to obtain an
effective bound for the size of the solutions. Though he considered onIy thc case
K = Q and 5 = {oo}, and his condition on (n, F) was stronger than stated above, it
was deal' that his method, suitably ITIodified, can be applied in the general situation.
Indeed, Baker's result was sharpened and extended to arbitrary number fields and/or
5-integral solutions in [34, 36, 6, 26].

Recently P. Voutier obtained a new effective bound for the integral solutions of
(4), baving considerabIy improved the previous results (in the case 5 = 5 00 ), He
proved that any solution (x, y) E OK X K of (4) satisfies

max(h(x) , h(y)) :::; c(N,d) (Vexp(dh(f))) n&m
2

f3 (h(f) +10gV + 1)n
6
m

2
d , (5)

the constant c(N, d) being effective. Here f(X, Y) = F(X) - yn and we use the
notation (1). (The reader should be warned that we express Voutier's result in our
notation, whieh is different from his. He uses t he relative exponetial height 11K ( ...)

(instead of the absolute logarithmic height h( .. .), as in the present paper), and his m
and n correspond to our n and m, rcspectively.)

Since the curve (4) has positive genus and Q (x, :jF(x)) is a Galois extension

of Q(x), Theorem 1.1 is applicable to the superelliptic equation. Tberefore we can
evaluate the quality of tbe estimate (3), looking at what it gives for the supcrelliptic
equation in comparison with the result of Voutier. For any solution (x, y) E OK X K
we have

max (h( x) , h(y)) ::; c(N, d)V4N
2 exp (600dN3 h(f)) .

which is bettel' than (5) when n is suficiienly large.
Of course, the superelliptic equation is a very particular case of Theorem 1.1.

Thus, we obtain an asymptotically bettel' result in a more general setting.

1.3 Ramification indices

We identify set-theoretically pI (Q) and Q U {oo} In thc obvious way. For any

Q E Q U {oo} we denoLe by el = eda) , ... , ep = ep(a)(a) the ramification indices of
the covering x: C-rpl aver the point a. Put

(6)

(Sometimes we write ea(x), when several covcrings of the projective line are consid
ered.)

Actually, we shall prove a more general result.

Theorem 1.2 Suppose tbat

L (1-e: 1
) > 1.

aEQ

Tben any P E C(x, K, 5) satisfies (3).

3
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When g 2: 1 and the covering is Galois, the relation (7) holds. Indeed, in this case
all ramification indices over a point 0: are equal to eo , and we write Hurwitz formula
as

'"' 17,2g - 2 + 2n = L.J - (eo - 1) .
- ea

oEQU{oo}

Then
'"' ( -1) 2g - 2 -1L.J 1 - ea = 1 + + eoo > 1,

7\ 71
oE""

which is (7). Thus, Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2.

1.4 Additional notation and conventions

For any place v of the field K (and any number field to occur) thc corresponding
(multiplicative) valuation I.. . lv is normalized so that its rcstriction to Q is a standard
infinite 01' p-adic valuation. In addition, for a non-archilnedean v we shall use an
additive valuation Ordv : K*--+Z normalizing it so that 1 belongs to the image of Ordv '

In explicit terms Ordu(O:) = du log 1001u/ 10gNv, where du = dv(K) = [Kv :Qp(v)] is
the local degree of v.

Recall the definition of the absolute logarithmic heght of a projective vector 0' =
( 0:0: . . . : 0:k) E P k (Q):

h(o:) = dLI L max dv(L) log ladv ,
- O<i<kv --

(8)

the surn heing over all places of the fietd L = Q (0:0, ... , O:k) (by the product formula,
it does not depend on the choice of the homogenious coordinates).

With an abuse of notation, for 0: E Q wc write h(o:) instcad of h(l: 0'). As
follows from the definition of thc absolute logarithmic height, for any v E Z and

0:1 , ... , ak, 0: E Q we havc

We write

h (al +... +ak) < h (0:1) + +h (O:k) + log k ,

h (al'" ak) < h (ad + + h (O:k) ,

h (o:V ) = Iv Ih (0') .

f(X, Y) = go(x)yn + terms of lower degrce in Y .

(9)

(10)
(11 )

(12)

Denote by R(X) thc rcsultant of J(X, Y) and U(X, Y) with respcct to Y and by
D(X) the discrirninant of j(X, Y) with respect to Y. Then we have

R(X) 90(X)D(X) , (13)

dcg R(X) < (2n - 1)7n, (14)

h(R) < (2n - l)h(J) + O(n log N), (15)

deg D(X) < (2n - 2)171, (16)

h(D) < (2n - 2)h(J) +O(n log N) , (17)
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as follows from the standard eleterminant representations of the resultant anel elis
criminant.

For a E Q put

U a = Ordago(X) , /La = OrdaD(X) , fa(X, Y) = f(a +X, Y), (18)

where Ordn is the order of vanishing at a. Then Ja(X, Y) = f(X, V), and we similarly
write U and /L instead of Ua and Ila, respectively. vVe have trivially

h (fa) ::; h(f) +mh(a) +O(log N) . (1.9)

The relation (7) is false when rn = 1 or n = 1. Therefore we supposc further that

n, m 22. (20)

which, together with (9)-(17) and (19) will be frequently used in our estimates, ITIostly
without special referring.

We also need the following well-known fact (see, for example, [28, Lemma 3]).

Proposition 1.4.1 Let F(X) be a polynomialoE degree p with algebraic coefflcients
and al , ... , a p its roots counted with multiplicities. Then

h(ad +... +h(ap ) ::; h(F) + log(p + 1).

Warning The letter e is reserved here exclusively for ramification indices, being
never used for 2.718 ... (for the latter we write exp(l)).

1.5 Plan of the paper

In Section 2 we summarize neccessary properties of algebraic power series, including
the quantitative Eisenstein theorem due to Schmidt [28] anel Dwork-van der Poor
ten [17].

In Section 3 we prove that, given P E C(x, K, S) and Q' E K, the principal ideal
(x(P) - a) is "ahnost a ea-th power". The qualitative part (Proposition 3.2) is sclf
contained, while the quantitative part (how "almost"?) dcpends on the estimates of
Section 2.

Section 4 is a SUD1Il1ary of the auxiliary material needed for thc proof of Theo
rem 1.2, in particular, Siegel's constructioll of convenient units [32, 7, 9] and Baker's
theory [38, 39].

In Section 5 we give a detailed proof of a particular case of Theorem 1.2. The
argument is based on the results obtained or quoteel in Sections 3 and 4. In Scction 6
we prove Theorem 1.2 in its full generality, reducing it to the result of Section 5.

Acknoledgements. I would like to thank P.M. Voutier for putting at Iny disposal
his paper [37]. I was inspired by his result and some of his ideas. 1n fact, it was he
who pointed me that some ideas from nlY own unpublished paper [10] can be used for
sharpening bounds for integral points.

This work was done dnring the author's post-doctoral stage at the Max-Planck
Institute für Mathematik. I am grateful to Prof. F. Hirzebruch and :t\1PI fürf\1athe
matik for their kind invitation and excellent working conditions.
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2 Eisenstein theorem and further properties of
algebraic power series

2.1 Preliminaries

Let y = L~-ko ak xk/ e be an algebraic power series, where we alwayse assume ko 2: 0
and a-ko =I- 0 when ko > O. Also, we suppose that y cannot be presented as apower
series in xl/ei with e' < e.

Let y satisfy an algebraic equation J(x, y) = 0 with J(X, Y) E K(X, Y). Wc
use the notation 711., n, u, fL" etc., introduced in Subsections 1.1 and 1.4. Clearly,
ko/ e :S u :S m.

Let L be the extension of K generated by all the coeffitients ak of the series y. It
is well-known that [L: K] ~ n.

Theorem 2.1 For any place v of the fiehJ K there exist real nUlnbers A v , A~ 2: 1
such that A v = A~ = 1 for all but finitely Inany v,

d- l Edv logA v < (2n -1) h(f) +0 (n(n +logN)) ,
v

d- l E dv log A~ < h(f) +O(log n) ,
v

(21)

(22)

a.nd for any pla.ce w]v of the field L we bave

lak Iw :S A~A~+k/e (k 2: -ko). (23)

Furthermore, for any non-archimedean place v we have dj' loV~ E Z and
ogJ v

d- 1 E logNv ~ (2n - l)h(f) + O(n log N).
~ItZ

lOIlNv

(24)

This theorem is a combination of results of Schmidt [28] and Dwork-van der Poorten
[17]. Formally, they considered only the case e = 1. Though the general case requires
no new ideas, it cannot be reduced to the case e = 1 just by the substitution x = x~'

Therefore we include SOllle detailes for the sake of completeness (see Subsections 2.2
and 2.3).

In Subsection 2.4 we obtain additional auxiliary properties of algebraic power
senes.

2.2 Eisenstein theorem: the unramified case

In this subsection we assulne that e = 1. Then y = L~-ko akxk. We need one more
definition. Let F(X) be a polynomial with coeffitients in the number field K and
0'1 , ... , O't its roots. For any place v of the field K fix a prolongation to K (0'1 , ... , O'd
and put

t7v (F) = min (1, 100tl v , .•• , latl v ) .

Clearly, t7v (F) does not depend on thc fixed prolongation.
Recall that R(X) is the resultant of f(X, Y) and U(X, Y) with respect to Y. We

write R(X) = Ax u+?, R*(X) where R*(O) = 1.
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Normalize the polynomial /(X, Y) = go(x)yn + ... so that go(X) = XUg~(X)

with g~(O) = 1. As usual, denote by I/Iv the maximum of Ißlv Qver all the coeffitients
ß of [(X, V).

Theoren1 2.2 (Dwork-Robba-Schmidt-van der Poorten) For any valuation v
of the field K with put

A' =v {
2nlflv, p(v) = 00,

1/11,1, p(v) < 00.

{

2/uv (R*) , p(v) = 00,

Av = l/uv (R*) , n<p(v)<oo,
c(v, n)/uv (R*) , p(v):S; n,

1

where c(v, n) = np(v) p(v)-I. Then for any place wlv of the field L we have

(25)

(26)

la I < A' Au+k
k w - v v (k 2:: -ko) . (27)

We indicate the main steps of the proof. Until the end of this subsection we write
U v = a v (R*). Given a place w of the field L, denote by r w the w-adic radius of
convergence of the series y = L~-ko akxk.

The heart of the proof is the following

Lemma 2.2.1 Ifwlv with n < p(v) :s; 00 then

(28)

Ir wlv with p(v) :s; n then
(29)

For the case n < p(v) :s; 00 see Schnlidt [28]. (As indicated by Schmidt, the case
n < p(v) < 00 is a direct consequence of a result of Dwork and Robba [16].)

The case p(v) :s; n is due to Dwork and van der Poorten [17]. Let a be a
root of R*(X) with the property 10'11,1 = Uv . Then by [17, Th. 3], the series fj =
Lk-ko akO'-k x k = L~-ko Uk xk converges for lxIv< c(v, n), whence the result.

It should be mentioned that in [28, 17] only the case ko = 0 is treated. However,
the general case can be easily reduced to the case ko = O. Indeed, put

Clearly, the radii rw and Tw of w-adic convergence of respectively y and fj are equal.
Further, fj satisfies the equation J(x, fj) = 0, where l(X, Y) = X kon f (X, X-ko V).
Defining Rand l<,* for 1as Rand R* were defined for f, wc sec that 'R.* = R*. Thus,
Tw = r w and Gv = a v . This reduces the case of arbitrary ko 2:: 0 to the case ko = O.

Put Tv = min (av , minwlv rw ).

Lemma 2.2.2 The inequality (27) holds with

A - { 2/U v , p(v) = 00 ,

1,1- l/Tv , p(v)<oo,

and A~ defined as in (25).

7
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(31 )

This is a result of Schmidt [28, Lemma 2]. Though he considers only the case ko = 0,
his argument plainly works for arbitrary ko ;::: O. Also, what he proves is exactly the
inequality (27), hut he formulates his result in a slightly weaker form, with 1'n instead
of u in (27).

Now Theorem 2.2 follows as a direct consequence of LeIllmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

2.3 Eisenstein theorem: the general case

Put
00

!(X,Y)=!(Xe,Y) , y= L akxk

k=-ko

so that ! (x, y) = O. Define R, il'" and u for ! as R, R* and u were defined for !.
Then

As follows from (32),

Now put

u = eu.

atJ (if:) = atJ (R,")l/e .

(32)
(33)

(34)

{

2n /atJ (R*) , p(v) = 00,

AtJ = I/a tJ (R*) ,n < p(v) < 00, (35)
c(v,n)n/atJ(R*) , p(v):::; n,

and define A~ as in (25) (provided J(X, Y) is normalized as described above). By (33),
(34) and Theorem 2.2, applied to thc series y, we havc (23). Further, Schmidt [28,
Lemma 5] showed that

d- 1 L dtJ log (i/atJ ) ~ (2n - l)h(f) +O(n log N).
tJ

Therefore

d- 1 I:dtJ logAtJ < d- 1 I: dtJ log(l/av ) + nd-1 I: 10gc(v,n)+O(n)
tJ v p(tJ)::;n

< (2n - l)h(j) + O(n(n + log IV)),

(36)

which is (21).
The inequality (22) is obvious and, as follows froln (25), for any non-archimedean

place v the quotient dj'ol:t~~ is an integer. It relnains to establish (24). ]n view of

(35), for a non-arcimedean v, the quotient dlo~~~v can be not an integer only in one
of the following cases:

(a) p(v) ::; n;

(b) there is a root 0' of R*(X) such that dVI~~gh:IUI rt Z for SOlne place W of K(O')
lying above v.
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We estimate separately d- 1 L logNv over non-arcimedean v belonging to the cases
(a) and (b) above. For (a) the estimate is straightforward:

d-1 ElogNv = E logp« n.
(a) p::;n

(37)

(38)

For (b), let Ql , ..• , a s be a n1aximal selection of roots of n$ (X) pairwise non-conj ugate
over K. Put Vi = [K(ai) :K]. If tu is a prolongation of v to K(Cl'), then the denomi

nator of the rational number dv/Og;il lll is at n10st Vi. Therefore
og t!

s

d- 1 ElogNv < EVih(ai)
(b) i=l

< h(R$) + log (1 + deg n$)

< (2n - 1)h(f) + O(n log ]\l) ,

where the second inequality is by Proposition 1.4.1. Together with (37) this proves
(24). Theorem 2.1 is proved.

Remark 2.3.1 Given a p~lynomial f(X, V), scparable in Y, there exist n (= degy J)
distinct power serics Yi = L~-ko(i) aik Xk /e

; such that J(x, Yd = O. As follows from
definitions (35) and (25), thc values of At! and A~ depend only on the polynomial
j(X, Y) anel are common for all the series Yi. This observation will not help us to
improve the final result, but will simplify our notation in Section 3.

2.4 Field generated by the coefficients, etc.

Let K 1 be the subfield of constants of the field!C I = K((x))(y). We begin with the
following standard fact.

Proposition 2.4.1 The field L is an extension of K I of degree at most' c.

Proof Since K I ~ .c = L ((x l
/

e
)), the field K I is a subfield of L. It remains to

prove that [L: K] ::; e.

Using Hensel's lemma, one can easily show that K I = K I ((x l
/

e
)), where x= ax

with a E K I . Hence y = L~-ko bkxk
/

e with bk E K I . Therefore L ~ K I (al
/

e
). The

proof is complete.

Put

,,= l[K:' K1J ::; [Le~Kl '
where l1'J is thc maximal integer not exceeding l' E R.

Lemma 2.4.2 The field L is generated over K by fL-ko , ... ,a,... Tbe relative discrim
inant 'DL/K satisfies

d- l log N (VL/K) < 2 (2nv (Il + HV) + v2
) h(f) +

o (nv (p, + uv) (n + log N) + v log 1/) , (39)

.where v = [L: K].
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Proof Put

Lo = K (a-ko,"" aK ), [.0 = Lo ((x 1
/

e
)), 0 = [L:Lo] = [[.:[.0]' (40)

Clearly, [.o(y) = [.. Let ep(Y) = epoyo +... be a Ininimal polynoInial of y over the

ring n = La [[x l
/

e]] (at least one of its coeffitients is invcrtible in n). By the Gauss
Lemma, thc polynomial

NC,o/K«(x)) (ep(Y)) E K [[x]] (Y)

divides f(x, y)[L :KtJ in the ring K [[xl] (Y).
Denote by ~(x) the discriminant of ep(Y). Then

N 4l/K((x))~(x) ID(x )[L :KtJ

in the ring K [[xl]. Obviously,

Ordx~(x) 2:: 0(0 - 1) (fb +1)/e.

Comparing Ordx of the both sides of (41), wc obtain

e [La: K] 0(0 - 1) (fb +1) / e ::; [L: K I] J.l .

Since 0 = [L: La], we can rewrite (42) as

fl /o- 1 ::; [K 1 : K] (fb + 1) < 1 .

(41)

(42)

Thus, J = 1. This proves the first assertion. (See [13, Len1ma 3] fol' a similar result.)
For the second assertion we need a l'esult of Silverman [33, Th. 2].

Proposition 2.4.3 (Silverman) Let Q = (ao: ... :O:k) E pk (Q), and (K(a) :
K] = v. Then

d-1logN (VK(ol/K) ::; 2v(v -l)h (0:) +vlogv. (43)

In our case Q = (1: a-ko : •.. : aK)' We obtain an upper estimate for h (a) from
Theorem 2.1:

h (Q) < h(f) + ((2n - 1) h(f) +0 (n (n + log N))) (u + fb/e)

< (2n(~+1l) +l)h(J)+O(n(n+logN) (~+1l)).

Together with (43) this gives the desired estimate for thc relative discriminant. The
lemma is proved.

Recall that y cannot be written as apower series in xl/ei with C' < e. Henee for any
prime qle there exists k ~ 0 mod q such that ak #- O. Denote by k(q) the minimal
among such k.
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Lemma 2.4.4 For any prime qle we have

k(q):SK/(q-1)-1. (44)

Proof It is very similar to the proof of the fist part of Lemma 2.4.2, with thc field
.co replaeed by .cl = .c ( (xl/ei)), where el = e/q.

Clearly, .c1(y) =.c. Let <p(Y) = 'Poyq +... be a lniniinal polynomial of y ovcr thc
ring R = L [[xl/ei]]. Then

N/2
I
/K((x)) (<p(Y)) !f(x, y)(L :K1l

in the ring K [[x]] (Y).
Denote by ß(x) the diseriminant of <p(Y). Then

N/2t1K((x»ß(x) ID(x)[L:Kd

in the ring K [[xl]. Sinee

Ordxß(x) ~ q(q - 1) (k(q) + l)/e,

we have
el [L: K] q(q - 1) (k(q) + l)/e ::; [L: Kd fl,

whieh yields (44) at onee.

3 Study of a fixed a

(45)

(46)

In this section we consider only non-archimedean placesJ unless the contrary is stated

explicitly.
Until the end of this section we fix a E K and P E C (x, K, S). Rceall that

(47)

where el , ... , ep 'are the ramifieation indices of the covel'ing x : C--+p l aver the point
Q. We say that a (non-arehimedean) plaee v is regular if ealOrdv (x( P) - a), and
irregular otherwise.

In this seetion wc prove

Lemnla 3.1 We have

d- l L 10gNv :S 12n2
(fla +nua ) (h (/) +mh(a) + 0(12 + log N)) (48)

v is irregular,
vES

If ea = 1, the lemma is trivial. Therefore we may suppose that ea ~ 2. In this
ease all the ramifieation indices el , ... , ep ovel' aare gl'eatel' 01' equal to 2, whenee
p :S n/2. Consequently

Ila ~ (ei - 1) + ... + (e p - 1) = n - p ~ n/2 ,

whieh will be used in our estimates.

11
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Let
00

Yi = L aik(X - a)k/e i (1:S; i :s; p) (50)
k=-ko (i)

be the Puiseaux expansions of y at a. Actually, for any i we have ei equivalent
expanSIOns

00

Yij = L aik~{k(x - a)k/ei (0 ~ j :s; ei - 1) ,
k=-ko(i)

where ~i is a fixed primitive root of unity of degree ei. We have

P ei-l

f(x, Y) = go(x) rr TI (Y - Yij) .
i=l j=O

(51)

We denote by Li the field generated by 0.11 thc coeffitients aik of the series Yi. Put
vi = [Li: K]. Further, for any prime qlei let ki ( q) be the minimal k ~ 0 lnod q such
that aik i= O. By Theorem 2.1 together with Relnark 2.3.1, for any (archimedean and
non-archimedean) place v of the field K there exist A v , A~ 2:: 1 such that

la'kl < A' Ak
/

e
;

I v - V V (52)

and satisfying (21), (22) and (24) with h(f), ?t anel /-L replaced by h (fa), ?ta and /-La
respectively.

Let M be a finite set of non-archimedean places of the field !( defined a.s folIows:

where

MI -
M2 -
M3 =
M4 =

M 5

{v :p(v) ~ n} ,

{ v: lal v < 1} ,
{v : v is ramified in one of thc fieleIs LI , ... , L p } 1

{v: laiki(q)lv < 1 for some i E {i, ... , p} and prilne qlei} ,
{v : A v A ~ > 1} .

Proposition 3.2 Any v f/. S U M is regular.

In view of this proposition, Lemma 3.1 is a direct consequence of the following
estimates (we put Ei = d- 1 LVEM; logNv):

EI « n, (53)

b2 < h(a), (54)

E3 < 5n2 (Pa +uan) (h (fa) + O(n + log N)) , (55)

E4 < 4nZ (/-la +U a logz n) (h (fa) +O(n + log N)) , (56)

E5 < 4n (h (fa) +O(n + log N)) , (57)

Here (53) and (54) are obvious. lt renlains to cstablish (55)-(57) anel to prove
Proposition 3.2.

12



Proof of (55) We may suppose that for some 7' ~ s thc fields LI, ... , Lr are
pairwise non-conjugate over K and any Li is conjugate to one of LI , ... , Lr . Then

Vi + ... + vr ~ n,

which yields
2 2 < 2Vi + ... + vr _ n .

We estimate the relative discriminant DLilK by Len1ma 2.4.2:

d- 1 log N'DLi/K ~ 2 (2nvi (J-La +'llaVd +v;) h (fa) +

o (nvi (J-La + 'llaVi) (n + log N) + Vi log Vi) .

Using (58) and (59), we obtain

r

~3 < d- 1 L log N ('DLt/K)
i=1

< 2 (2n 2 (J-La + uan) + n 2
) h (fa) +

o (n 2 (J-Lo +uon) (n + log N) + nlogn) ,

which proves (55) (recall that J-La 2: n/2 2: 1).

(58)

(59)

Proof of (56) Let ~1~ (i, Cf) be the set of all non-archimedean places tu of the field

Li such that jaiki(q) Iw < 1, anel M4 ( i, q) the set of all points K below 11~ (i, q). Then

r

M 4 = UUM'l(i,q) ,
i=1 qlei

By Lemma 2.4.4 we h_ave ki(q) ~ eiJ-La/Vi' Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain

~~(i,q) ,- [dLJ- 1 L logNLj(w)
wEM~(i,q)

< h (aiki(q))

< h (fa) + ((2n - l)h (fa) + 0 (n(n + log IV))) (Ua + ki(q)/ei)

< 4n ('lla + J-La/vd (h (fa) + O(n + log N))
(we again use J-La 2:: 71./2). Further,

~4(i, q) . - d- 1 L logNv
vEM4 (i,q)

< Vi~~l(i, q)

< 4n (Villo + J-La) (h (Jo) + O(n + log N))
There are at most log2 ei distinct prilne divisors of ei. Since

log2 el + ... + log2 er ~ el + + er < n,
VI log2 el + ... +Vr log2 er ~ (VI + + Vr ) log2 n < n log2 n,

13



we have

r

~4 < LL~,t(i,q)
i=l qle,

< 4n (uan log2 n + IL an) ~~ (fa) +O(n + log N)) ,

which is (56).

Proof of (57) We write M5 = M~ U M~, where ~1~ consists of those V E Ms for
which dio:~~v E Z, and M~ = M5 \ M~. In accordance with this partition of the setMs,

we write ~5 = ~~ + ~~. Recall that d~o~~~ is always in Z.
The surn ~~ is estirnated llsing (21):

~' < d- l L dv (log At! + log A~)5
t!EM~

< d- l L dv (log At! + log A~)
t!

< 2n ~~ (fa) +O(n + log N))

The surn ~~ is estirnated llsing (24):

~~ :::; 2nh (Ja) + 0 (log N) .

This proves (57).

The proof of Proposition 3.2 is based on the following ahnost trivial fact.

Proposition 3.3 Let!{ be a loeal field of characteristie 0, with residue fjeld of char
acteristic p. Let 1f be a primitive elelnent of !( and 1] E !(. For any e E Z not divisible
by p and for any ehoice of tbc root 1]I/e, the rarnification index of !( (1]I/e) over K is

e/ gcd (e, ürd1r ( 1])).

Proof Write 1] = 'TrTO, where T = ürd 1f (7]) alld 0 is a unit of !(. Fix a root (jl/e.

Since p is not a divisor of e, thc field !{ (Olle) is unramified over K. Replacing!{ by

!( (Ol/e) and'Tr by 1f (Ol/e) -1, we may slIppose that 1] = 'Tr T
•

Put e' = e/ gcd (e, T) and T' = T/ gcd (e, T) Then 1]1/e = ('TrI/ei) TI for some choice

of the root 1f1/e
l
. Therefore !( (7]I/e) ~ !( (1f I/el ). On thc othel' siele, gcd (e', T') = 1,

therefore exists a E Z such that T'a == 1moele' . Then !( (1]l/e) :2 K ((1]I/e)lt) =

!( (1f1/e
l
). Thus, !( (1]I/e) = !( (1f I/ el) , the latter fie1d bcing a totally ramified exten

sion of K of degree e'. The proposition is proved.

Proof of Proposition 3.2 Put Xo = x(P) - a and fix v rt lvI U S. Then T =
Ordv (xo) 2:: 0, because v rt M2 U S. If T = 0 then there is nothing to prove. Thus,
assume that T > O. Fix a prolongation of v to Q. Then all the series

00

() '"" ( i/ei) kYi P = ~ at'k Xo
k=-ko (i)

14



converge in v-metric, because Ixolv < 1 and v rJ. Ms. For some i and some choice of

the root x~/ei we have Yi(P) = y(P). Fix this i and this choice of the l'oot until thc
end of the proof, and omit the index i in thc further reasoning.

Since v rJ. M3 , it is not ramified in the field L = Li.
Denote by K v and Lv the completions with respcct to (thc fixcd prolongation of)

v. If e = ei divides T, the proof is finishecl. Therefore we may suppose that e does
not clivide T, that is e' = e/ gcd(e, T) > l.

Let q be a prime divisor of e'. Then q eloes not divide T' = e/ gcd(e, T). Put

~ (I/C)k
W = L..J ak X o

k;:;k(q)

Since v rJ. M4 UMs, we have

(there is a unique prolongation of Ordv to the algebraic closure of Lv)'
On the other hand

k(q)-1
~ (l/e)k - ( I/elf)

W = L..J ak X o E Lv := Lv X o ,
k;:;-ko

where eil = e/q. Since v rJ. MI, we may apply Proposition 3.3. lt inl plies that thc
ramication index of Lv over Lv is e"/ gcd (eil, T) = e'/q. Thcl'efol'c Ordv(w) is q/e'
times an integer (recall that Lv is unramified ovcr K v )' Thus, q divides the product
T'k(q) - a contradiction. The proposition is proved, which completes the prooof of

Lelnma 3.1.

4 A uxiliary material

4.1 Siegel's construction of convenient units of number
fields

Propositions 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 of this subsection go back to Siegel's famous paper [32].
Let S = (vo, ... ,V,,-I) be a finite set of places of thc number fielel K and 1]1, ... ,1}8-1

a fundamental system of S-units. Thc S-rcgulalor R(S) = RK(S) is, by definition,
the absolute value of the eleterminant of thc matrix

[dv; log Iryjlvj]l~i,jS8-1

It is well-defineel anel equal to thc usual regulator R = RK when S = Soo'

(60)

Proposition 4.1.1 Tbere exists a fundemental systelll of S-units 171 , ... , 1},,-1 sR,tis
(yjng

h(1Jd h( ry,,-1 ) < S2,,-2 d1
-"R( S) ,

h*(ryd h*(1]"-I) < S2,,-2(,,-1 R(S) ,
(((1)-1 :S h(11i) < S28-2(,,-2 R(S).
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Here h*(1]) = max(l, h(17)) and ( = 1201 CO~~~'dl)3 with cl' = max(d, 3). Furthermore,

let [aiih:Si,i:5 s - I be the matrix inverse to (60). Tben

(64)

Proof See Bugeaud and Györy [7, Lemma 1]. Note that the left-hand inequality in
(63) is the well-known result of Dobrowolski [14].

Corollary 4.1.2 Suppose that

where 7]1 , .•• , 1]~-I are (rom Proposition 4.1.1 and B = Inax(lbII , ... , Ib,,-II). Then

h(",) < S2,,-IC"-2 R(5')B,

B < s2"(h(TJ).

Proof Straightforward from (63) and (64).

(65)

(66)

Proposition 4.1.3 For any 0' E K tllere exists an 5'-unit TJ = TJ~l .. '17~~11 such that
ß = O'TJ-I satisfies

d- I l: dvlloglßlvl::; S2"-I("-2R(5').
vES

V:;o!VQ

Proof Put 1] = 1]~1 ... 17~~11 , where bi is the nearest integer to Oi = Lj:~ aijdvj log 1001vj'
Then ß = 0'1]-1 satisfies

as desired.

d-
I l: dv Ilog Ißlvl

vES
v:;lVQ

d- ' ~ d. I~ (Oi - bi) log 1,];1.1
v:;lVQ

8-1

< d- I l: l: lei - bildv lIog 11/ilvl
i=1 vES

,,-I

< (2d)-1 l: l: dv Ilog 11/ilvl
i=1 vES

= h(TJd +... +h(1],,-d
< 3 2"-1 (,,-2 R(5') ,

Let h = hK be the dass nUlnber of the field K. (The letter h will denote thc dass
uumher only in the remaining part of this subsection, anel nowhere more in this paper.
Therefore there is no danger of confusing it with h useel für heights.) Thc follüwing
result was obtained independently by Bugeaud anel Györy [7, LClnma 3] and by the
author [9, Proposition 1.4.8]. (See Pethö [25] and Rajdu [20] für similar results.)

Lemn1a 4.1.4 Assume that S 2 Soo. Then

R(S) ::; hR TI log N v.
vES\Soo
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Corollary 4.1.5 Suppose that K f:. Q. Then

R(S) « d-dv75(1og D)d-l rr log N v « VO. 51 (rr N V) 0.01 (67)
vES\Soo vES

Proof The first inequality follows from Siegel's estimate hR « d-dVD(log D)d-1
(see [32, Satz 1]). Further, note that logD :::; ClV·01 and logNv ::; Cl (NV)O.Ol,
where Cl , C2 , ... are absolute effective constants. Also, log N v :::; (NV )0.01 as soon as
N v 2:: C2, and there exist at most C2d non-archimedean places v with N v ::; C2. We
obtain

(log D)d-l TI logNv:::; ~ (D TI NV)O.O'
vES\Soo vES

with C3 = C~+C2. Since cgd-d « 1, this proves the second inequality.

4.2 One more estimate for the relative discriminant

In Snbsection 2.4 we quoted snverman 's estimate for the relative discriIninant in terms
of generating elements. Below we obtain an estiInate of a different type, in tern1S of
ramified places. The results of this subscction are certainly not new, but we did not
find a suitable reference.

Let L/K be a finite extension of number fields. In this subsection v (respectively
w) is always a non-archimedean point of the field K (respectivcly L). We denote by
e(w) = eL/K(w), the relative ratnification index, anel by [(w) = fL/K(W) the relative
degree of the residue fields. For any v, the function I... Iv is well-defined on the set of
ffactionl ideals of K, as weH as on thc set of fractionl ideals of the v-adic eompletion
K v • In particular, Proposition 4.5 (ii) in [12, eh. 1] ean be written as

log IDL/K Iv = L: log IVLw/Kv Iv .
wjv

We begin with a loeal estimate.

Proposition 4.2.1 Suppose that wlv. Then

(68)

-log ]VLw/KvL ::; (-e(w) log le(w)lv + (e(w) -1) d~11ogNv) /(w). (69)

Proof Replacing K v by its unramificd closure in Lw, we lnay assume that J(w) = 1.
Let fI be a primitive element of Lw. Then g(fI) = 0, where g(X) = aeXe+ae_1Xe- l +
... + ao E Kv[X] is a polynomial of dcgree e = e(w) with ae = 1,

lailv< 1 (l::;i:::;e~l),

laolv = 1.

For 1 :::; i < j :::; e we have

Henee
Ig'(Il) I = m?-x lia i n il ~ len e-11 .

w l:5 t :5 e w w
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Therefore cp = NLw/KJ9'(ll)) satisfies

where 7T = NLw/Kv(TI) is a primitive element of K v ' Since VLw/K v divides cp, we have

-log IVLw /Kv Iv < -log Icplv

< -e log lel v - (e - 1) log Irr Iv

-elog lel u + (e - l)d;Ilog Nv,

as desired.

Ren1ark 4.2.2 It is well-known that (69) turns to equality when lelv = 1.

Proposition 4.2.3 Put v = [L: K]. Then

d-IlogN (VL/K) ~ (v - l)d- 1 :L logNv + v 2 logv.
v ia ramificd in L

Proof By (68) and (69)

-logIVL/Klv < (d;llogNv) L:(e(w) -l)f(w) - L:e(w)f(w)loglc(w)lv
w!v wlv

< (v - l)d~l logNv - V log Iv! Iv .

Hence

logN(VL/K) = L: dv(-logIVL/Klv)
v ia ramified in L

< (v-I) L logNv+dvlogv!,
v ia ramified in L

which completes the proof.

4.3 Baker's theory

We summarize necessary facts from Baker's theory of linea.r forms in the logal'ithnls
in the following proposition.

(70)o< lo:oO't1
••• O'~r - llu ::; cxp( -eE) ,

where bl , ... 1 br E Z and B = max (bI,' .. , br , 3). Then

Proposition 4.3.1 (Waldschmicit, Yu) Let K be a nllInber field of degree d and
0'0, ... , O'r non-zero elements of K. Also, let v be a place of K and 0 < e ~ 1.
Suppose tbat

where h*( ... ) is deflned as in Proposition 4.1.1, h' = tua.x(h(ad, ... , h(O'r) , 3) and
c(r, d) = exp (3r log(rd) + 0(7' + log d)). (Tn t'lw archinJedean case i·he ITIultiple log h'
can be skipped.)
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Proof The arehmedean case is due to vValdsehlnidt [38]. Define the parallleters in
[38, p. 215] as folIows:

n = l' + 1 , Ai = exp (h*(ai)) (0::; i ::; 1'),
E = exp(l), / = exp(-l), Zo = 7 +3log(r + 1) + logd.

Applying Corollary 10.2 from [38] in this set-up, we obtain

cE :s: e(", d)h*(0:0) ... h* (0:,) log ( 3 + h*~o)) ,

which yields (71) (without thc multiple log h' ) after obvious ealcu lations.
The non-arehmedean ease is duc to Yu [39]. Define the parameters in [39, p. 241

242] as folIows:

n=r+l, . ( evc)0= min 1, I '20gp
hi = 2h* (ad log p (0::; i ::; r) ,

where ev is the ramifieation index of v over Q (in partieular, ev ::; d). In this set-up
the third displayed formula on [39, p. 242] would turn to

clevE ::; c(r, d)p(v)d-l h*(aJ) ... h*(ar )(log h' ) log (c- lh'p) ,
ogp

whieh yields (71) at onee.

5 The main argument

In this seetion we suppose that one of the following conditions holds:

(A) There exist distinet a,ß E Q such that eer and Cß have a comtnon divisor e :2: 3.

(B) There exist distinct Q, ß, f E Q such that eo , eß and e, have a COlnmon divisor
e ~ 2.

Put

Ver = [K(a): K], K. er = n2 (Per +nuer ) (h (/) +1nh(a) +O(n + log N)) ,

and define Vß , Vry, K.ß , K., similarly. Also, put

l' = {evervß in the case (A),
evp max(ver ,Vry) in the case (13),

o = {de
2
ver vp in thc case (A), e = SI (log(Ns) + 0(1)) .

de2vo:vpVry in thc case (B),

Theorem 5.1 Suppose that eitber (A) or (B) holds. Thcn for any P E C(x, K, S)
we have

where in the ease (A) tbe terms Vry and "', should be replaeed by Ver and K. er .
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Proof In a few words, the proof is organized as follows. For a given P E C(x, K, S)
we construct algebraic numbcrs <p and ep' with the following three properties:

(i) the heights of ep and ep' are of the san1e Inagnitude as hx(P);

(ii) each of ep and ep' is "aln10st an S-unit" (an S-unit tilnes an algebraic number of
bounded height);

(iii) for some place Va the ratio eplep' (slightly modified) is "very elose to 1" with
respect to the Va-metric.

Using (ii), (iii) and Baker's theory, we estimate the heights of ep and ep'. In view of
(i), this would give abound for hx(P).

l' The choice of Va

Fix P E C(x , K, S) anel put Xa = x(P). We have

hx(P) = d- 1 L dv log Ixal v ,
vES

whence
hx(P) = h(xa) ~ s log Ixalvo (73)

for same Va E S. Prolong somehow Va to Q anel fix this prolongation until the end of
the proof.

We put

Uo = {

h = {

max (]al vo , Ißlvo , 1)
lnax (Ial vo , Iß lvo , h'lvo , 1)

max(h(a), h(ß) , 1)
Inax (h (a), h(ß) , h(f) , 1)

in the case (A),
in the case (B),

in the case (A),
in the case (B).

2 Construction of ep and field L

When IXalvo ::; IOeaa then (73) implies an upper bound for hx ( P) lnuch beUer
than (72). Hence we lnay suppose that IXalvo ~ 10eaa, whence the series 1 +
L:~I (l~e) (!~ß) k converges in va-metric, and its SllITI, denotcel by j:~=ß' satisfies

I
~Xo - a _ 1 euo

ß «-I-I .
Xa - vo Xa vo

(74)

Fix a prilnitive e-th root of unity ~ (in paricular ~ = -1 in the case (B)) anel put

9 f~ 0 , L Ku ß, 9, p = h
Xa - ß

If Ixalvo 2:: ce6a5l where c is a sufficiently large absolute effectivc constant, then ep i= 0
and

(75)
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as follows immedeately from (74) and the trivial estimate I~ - 11va » e- 1
.

It is worth mentioning that

(76)

when the roots \lxa - Cl' and \lxa - ß are appropriately defined.

3 Estimating h( cp) and DL

We have either
h( 'P) « h(xa) « eh( 'P) (77)

01' h(xo) « e (h + e), which is much bettel' than (72). lndecd, by thc definition of 'P

we have h(cp) « h(xa) +h+ e whence either h(xa) :::; h+e or h(cp) « h(xa). Further,

rewrite (76) as tg +ß - a = (W + to) e, where to = \lxo - ß. Thus, la is a root of a

polynomial of elegree e -1 anel height O(h(cp) +h+e). By Proposition 1.4.1 we have

h(to) « h(cp ) +h+e, w hence h(x0) « eh(Io) +h« e(h(cp) +h+ e). If h('P) 2:: h+e

then h(xo) « eh('P), anel if h('P) ::; h+ ethen we have h(xo) « e (h +e).
We also have to estirnate the absolute discrinlinant DL . By Proposition 2.4.3

d- 1 logN (DK(a)/K) < 2v~h(a)+valogva < 2Va lia ) (78)

(dva )-1 log NK(a) (DK(a,ß)/K(a)) < 2v~h(ß) + Vß log Vß < 2VßKß. (79)

Indeed, {la 2:: n/2, as we have seen in Section 3, anel on the other hand {laVa :::;
elcg D(X) ::; (2n - 2)m. Thcrefore Va :::; 4m, whence lJah(a) + log Va :::; Kn:' This
proves (78); in the same manner one obtains (79).

Further , if a non-archimedean place v of the field La = K( Cl', ß) is raInified in L
then either p(v) .::; n, Of e eloes not divide one of the numbers Orelv(xa - a) anel
Ordv(xo - ß). By Lemma 3.1

E(a) := dL~ L log ArLoV ::; 12eKcr ,
vflS aod e does not

di vide Ord v (.soo -al

anel similarly one defines anel estimatcs Y.:.(ß). Denote by So the set of places of La
above S. Then

dL~ logNLo (DL / Lo ) ::; (e - 1)dL~ L logNLov + e2 log e
v ie ramified in L

< e (dL~ L logNLov + E(a) + L:(ß)) + e
2

loge
vESo

< e (d- l L logNv + 121'ba + 121'bß) .
vES

Finally

DL < DeVaVßN (VK(a)/K)evß NK(a) (VLo/K(a))e NLo (VL/Lo)

< (D CUN v) exp (14d(K a +Kß)) ) eVa v, (80)
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4 <P is almost a unit

For any place v of the field L put

Let SI be the set of places of L above S. Then SI := ISll :::; sellollß and for any v t/. SI
we have

Indeed, l<plv ~ U v by (76). Further, we have c.po· .. c.pe-l = (ß - a)e, where c.pk =
(xo - ß)(~k8 - l)e. Since c.p = c.po and for any k we have Ic.pk Iv ::; U v, we obtain
Ic.plv 2: e~cr~-e.

Let "l1 , ... ,"l31-1 be a fundamental system of Sl-units of thc field L constructed
in Proposition 4.1.1. Then

(81)

By Proposition 4.1.3 there exists a unit 7] = 1]~1 ... 1]~:~-/ such that

di l L dv(L) Ilog 11/Jlvl « si· ls
, R(St} ,

vES,
v:;tvo

where 1/J = <p1]-1. We shall show that 1/J has a bounded heght.
Obviously, 11/Jlv = Ic.plv for any v t/. SI. Therefore

h(1/J) = (2dL )-1 L dv(L) Ilog 11flvl
v

< di l E dv(L) jlog 14'11.11
1.1#1.10

< di l L dv(L) Ilog 11/Jlvl +di 1 L dv(L) Ilog Ic.plvl
tlESI v!lSI
tI:;l!vo

« si·hl R(St} +di l L e(1og U v + Ilog evJ)
1.1

« si·h1 R(SI) + eh. (82)

In addition, estimate R(St}. Corollary 4.1.5 and (80) yield

(83)

5 Construction of c.p' and L'

In the case (A) let e be a primitive e-th root of unity distinct frmTI ~ (here we use
thc assumption e 2: 3). In thc case (B) put e= -1. Put

{

C' \/xQ-a in the case (A)
0' = ~ xo-ß '

t' \/xo-, in the case (B)
~ xo-ß '

L' _ { K (a, ß, 8') in the case (A),
- K (" ß, 8') in thc case (B),
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where the root \/:~=3 is defined as thc surn of thc series 1 + L:~l C,e) (x~-=-1) k.

Defining in the obvious Inanner <p', 7j;', 17', etc., we refere to the analogues of (75)-(83)
as (75')-(83'). For exarnple, in the case (B)

(80')

anel in the case (A) K.'Y anel V'Y shoulel be replaceel here (anel everywhere below) by K. a

anel Va'

6 Estimating B

Put B= max (3, bl , .•• , b"I_1 , b; ,... ,b:~_l)' We shall see that either h(xo) can bc

estirnated much better than in (72) or

h(xo) < cIR(S't}B,
B < CI log Ixolvo ,

(84)
(85)

where Cl = exp(6.78). Indeed, h(ep) ::; h(7j;)+h(1])+O(l), where h(17) « Si·
h1 R(St} ß

by Corollary 4.1.2. Combining this with (77) anel (82), we obtain h(xo) « CI R(SI)B+
e2h. We may assume c1R(St}B ~ e2h (otherwise it would be h(xo) « e2h, bettel'
than (72)). Therefore h(xo) ::; CIR(SdB.

Remark 5.2 Here and below we may write ::; instead of « because the inlplicit
constant is absorbed by the O(l)-term of 8.

Further, by Corollary 4.1.2

and similarly für max (b;, ... ,b:~_I)' COInbining this with (73), (82), (82'), (77)

and (77'), we obtain B :::; Cl (log lxol vo + C2), where C2 = h+ Cl (R(S't} + R(S~)). Ir
log Ixolvo ~ C2 then B ~ Cl log Ixolvo' as desired. If log lxol vo ~ C2 then h(xo) ~ SC2;

using (83) and (83'), we estimate h(xo) better than in (72).

7 Use of Baker's theory

In the sequel we cau assume the incquality eplep' t= (( - 1)e/(t - lY. Tndeed, thc
equality <piep' = (~_l)e /(e _l)e is a non-trivial algebraic relation involving Xo, which
yields an estimate für hx ( P) much bettel' than (72).

Put 1]0 = (f=-11)e $. Using (75) and (85), we obtain

o< I(~ .= ;r;, -11"" = l'lOl/(I/t l
- 11"" « Ixol;;;,I/2 ~ exp(-CI I

B). (86)

Put r = SI + s~ - 2 ~ 2sevß(va + vI) and writc 1]"1 , ... , 17r and b"l , ... , br instead of
17~ , ... , 17:1 -1 and -b~ , ... , - b:, -1' respectively. Then

1 1
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(Q (170,1]1, ... , 1]r) : Q] < [)« sN5
,

h*(1]o) < Cl R+O(eh) ,

h*(17d'" h*(1]r) < ciR(SdR(S~),

h' := InaX (h(1]d, ... , h(1}r) , 3) < clR.

where h*( ... ) is defined in Proposition 4.1.1 and R = Inax(R(Sd, R(SD, 3). By
Proposition 4.3.1

B :::; cd)(vO)&-0.5h* (1]o)h* (1]t} ... h* (1]r) (log h') log(clh') exp (3r log (ro) + 0 (1' + log 0))

:::; p{S)&-O.3 (R + h) R(S}) H(SD (log2 R) exp (1238) .

By (84), (83) anel (83')

h(xo) < p(S)&-O.3 (R +h) R(St}2 R(S~) (log2 R) exp (1308)

( )

2.11

< p(S)& V nNv exp (1308 + ed (22vcrvß(Kcr +Kß) + 15v-yvß(~ + Kß))) .
vES

Theorem 5.1 is proved.

6 Proof of Theorem 1.2

The relation (7) implies that one cf the following conditions holds:

(a) there exist a, ß E Q such that ea ;::: 3 and eß ;::: 2;

(b) there exist a, ß 1 I E Q such that ecr = eß = e-y = 2.

We can split (a) into three subcases:

(al) there exist 0, ß E Q such that ea = eß ~ 3;

(a2) there exist 0 , ß E K such that ea ;::: 3 and eß 2:: 2j

(a3) there exist 0 E K anel ß E Q such that (K(ß) :K] :::; 2 anel ea 2:: 3, eß = 2.

Indeed, suppose that a t/. K anel 0t = 0, 02, ... , Ov are the conjugates of Q' aver K.
Then we redefine ß, putting ß = 02, anel obtain the case (al). In a sin1ilar Inanner
the case

ß t/. K, eß 2: 3

can be reduced to (al), and the case

cau be reduced ta (b).
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6.1 Cases (al) and (b)

Let al = a, a2 , ... , a Va be the conjugates of a over K. All theIn are roots of D(X)
of order !-ta. Therefore

Vaf--La ::; cleg D(X) ::; 2rnn,
Va Ua ::; deg 9o(X) ::; 111.

(87)

Since J-la ~ n/2, as we have seen in Section 3, we obtain Va ::; 4rH.. (We have
already used this in the previous section.) Similarly, Vß, VI ::; 4m. Furthermore,
h(ad = ... = h(ava )' Hence, by Proposition 1.4.1

Va!-tah(a) ::; h(D)+log(2mn) < 2nh(f)+O(nlogN),
va'Uah(a) ::; h(go) + log(rn + 1) < h(J) + O(log N).

Combining (87)-(88), we obtain

VaK a ::; 6n3m ~l(f) + 0(11, + log N)) .

In thc same manner one estimates VßKß and I/,"'/' Heflce

(88)

(89)

and similarly one estimates v,vß(K,-y + K,ß). Further,

T < l6m2n,

0 < { 16dm
2
n

2 in thc case (A),
256dm3 in the ease (B),

e < l6n12ns(log(Ns) +0(1)).

Substituting the estimates (90)-(93) to (72), we obtain

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

where fh = sn log(Ns) + O(sn) +3dn1 (h(f) + 0(11, + log IV)). As one ean easily see,
(94) is bettel' than (3). This completes thc proof in thc eases (al) and (b).

6.2 Case (a2)

Put e = eß and t =~. Let C -4 C bc the covering eorresponding to the
embeddin~ Q(C) Y Q(C)(0. The curve C is dcfined over K and K(C) = K(y, t).
We have f(t, y) = 0, where J(T, Y) = f(ß + Te, Y). In particulal',

m:= degT f = me , n := degy J = 11, , h(J)::; h(f) + mh(ß) .

The coverings C~ C .4 pI and C4 pI have the rollowing two propertics.
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(97)

(i) For any P E C(x, K, S) and j5 E c.p-I (P) there exists an extension K of K

such that (K: K] ::; e and

Df{ < (D (,ßN v) exp (72dn3m ~!(J) + O(n + log N)))r (95)

j5 E C(t, K, S), (96)

where S is thc set of places of K above S.

(ii) Put

ii = \/0: - ß , ß = ~ii , e= ea (x)

where eis a primitive e-th root of unity. Then e-;;(t) and e'ß(t) are divisible by
e.

Proof of (i) We have (96) with K = K (\lx(P) - ß) for an appropriate definition

of the foot. By Proposition 4.2.3, Len1ma 3.1 and (89).

d- 1 log N (Vi<) ::; ed-1 L log Arv + e log e

v is ralnified in K

< ed-
1 (L+ L + L ) logArv+eloge

vES p(v):5e v~.s: and e docs not.
dl\'lde Ordv(x(P)-o)

< e (d- 1 L logNv + 12Ko)
vES

< e (d- 1 L logNv +72n3
1n (h(J) +O(n + log N))) ,

vES

which yields (95).
Proof of (ii) Below divisor mcans divisor on C. WC havc t e

- f = x - 0', wherc
f = 0:- ß. Write the principal divisor (te -I) as the difference of two positive divisors
with disjoint supports:

Then (te - '''da = (x - 0:)0, the latter divisor being divisible by e. (We say that a
divisor D is divisible by an integer 1 if D = lD' for same divisor D'.) On the other
hand,

Since the divisor in the left-hand side of (97) is divisible by eand the divisors in thc
right-hand side have pairwise disjoint supports, each of the latter is divisible by e. Tn
particular, edivides e-;;(t) and e'ß(i), as desired.

We have

h (ii) < e-1(h(0:) +h(ß) +0(1)) < 4e-1n(h(f) + O(log N)),
V; .- (K(ä):K] < e,
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and similarly one estimates h (13) and viJ' Also,

y .- ev;;viJ < e2e- ,
J .- d~ t2v-v~ < de3~

K a ß ,
s .- lSI < se,
8 .- sT (log (N s) + 0 (1)) < 3se3c(log(NS)+0(1)) .

Furthermore, defining u~, ii~, uiJ and iiiJ in the obvious lnanner, one easily finds that

u~ = u[j = Ua , /i; = iiiJ = /-la . (98)

The rest of the argument splits into two cases: eß 2:: 3 and eß = 2. In the first
case we may suppose that

J-La +nUa ::; J-Lß +nUß, (99)
interchanging a and ß if necessary. Defining in the obvious manner ~~ and using (87),
(88) and (99), we obtain

~~ = v~n2 (j:i; + nu;) (h (1) +mh(a) + O(n + log N))

< n 2 (/-la + nua ) (h (f) + m (h(a) +2h(ß)) + O(N)) (100)

< n2m (3nh(f) + (/la + nua ) h(a) + 2 (flß + 1Hlß) h(ß) + O(nN)) (101)

< 12n3m (h(f) + O(N)) . (102)

In the silnilal' way one defines and estimates K.[j. By Theorem 5.1

hx(P) < e(ht(P)+h(ß)+O(l))

( )

2.1T

< P(5)T 1)i{ TlNi{ v exp (1300 + 37edi{ v;;viJ(i~;; + KiJ))
vES

3-

< (p(S)d;'1)21 (II N vt exp (400fl2 ))' e (103)

4

< (p(S)dn1)21 (II N vt exp (400fl2 )r (104)

with fh = s log(NS) + O(s) + 1.5dn3m (h(f) + O(N)). This is bettel' than (3).
Now suppose that e = eß = 2. Then we cannot assume (99) anymore. Instead, we

shall use the estimates

J.la +nUa ::; 3mn, h(a), h(ß) ::; 4h(f) +O(log N) ,

which can be deduced from (87), (88) and (49).
We still have (100), but instead of (101) we obtain

'K; ::; 40n3 m (mh(f) + 0 (n + rn log N)) .

T'herefore instead of (103) we have
3-

hx(P) < (p(S)d;'1)2 I (IINvt exp (399fl3 ))' e

< (p(S)dn1)21 (II N vt exp (399fl3 )rn
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wi th fb = s log( N S) + O( s) + 4dn3 m (mh(f) +O(n + 1n log N)). Again we obtain
an estinlate better than (3).

6.3 Case (a3)

We have

DK(ß) ~ D
2 exp(2d(h(ß) +0(1)) ~ D 2 exp(8d(h(J) + 0(1)).

Applying (105) with the field K(ß) instead of K, we obtain

again better than (3).

TheoreIll 1.2 is proved.
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